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How the Internet affects the way individuals and
groups form impressions and relate to one
another online has been the focus of research
for over two decades. Rival explanations favor
either a social identity model focusing on
ingroup/outgroup dynamics, or an interpersonal
model in which people come to know and like
each other as individuals, online, over time.
This presentation reviews the development of
these alternative approaches through
experiments and field studies, and their recent
application in helping reduce inter-ethnic
prejudice through online interaction in the
Middle East.
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Joseph B. Walther (Ph.D., University of
Arizona, 1990) is a Professor in the
Department of Communication and the
Department of Telecommunication,
Information Studies and Media at Michigan
State University. His research focuses on the
interpersonal dynamics of communication via
computer networks, in personal relationships,
groups, and educational settings. He has
previously held appointments in Psychology,
Information Technology, and Education and
Social Policy at universities in the US and
England. He was chair of the Organizational
Communication and Information Systems
division of the Academy of Management, and
the Communication and Technology division of
the International Communication Association.

This annual lecture series is named in honor of Dr. Bernie Brock, Professor of Communication, gifted scholar, and noted author. Dr. Brock was a
supportive and committed mentor and colleague, and a dedicated and inspiring teacher who taught at Wayne State University for 35 years and directed
more than 30 doctoral dissertations.

For more information about this event please contact prof. Julie Novak at jmnovak@wayne.edu

